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1 Introduction
Wilson loops are fundamental observables in any gauge theory. In gauge theories such as
N = 4 SYM, we are able to explore these objects at strong coupling using holography, by
studying minimal surfaces in the dual geometry [1, 2]. Finding these minimal surfaces and
calculating their area, which corresponds to the expectation value of the Wilson loops, is
a challenging mathematical problem.
The problem in AdS space is of particular interest since the -model is classically
integrable. Thus, it should be possible to nd exact results and perhaps solve the general
problem by the advanced tools of integrability. During the past several years various
methods were proposed and applied for calculating minimal surfaces in AdS space and
their area. To date, a general family of solutions in AdS3 is known in terms of Riemann
theta-functions, where one starts with an algebraic curve and generates a solution [3, 4].
Another approach is to reformulate the problem in terms of nding the boundary curve
parametrization in a given gauge [5], which allowed some progress [6, 7]. In a dierent
approach one takes the smooth continuous limit of lightlike Wilson loops [8], where the
solution to the problem is known in terms of a TBA-like integral equation [9]. Other known
integrability techniques were used to generate new solutions from known solutions [10].
In parallel there is a growing interest in the symmetry group of Wilson loops in N = 4
SYM, which is expected to be larger than the obvious conformal symmetry group, where

















In the case of lightlike Wilson loops the extended symmetry, also known as the dual con-
formal symmetry, is related to scattering amplitudes which are the dual objects under a
sequence of bosonic and fermionic T-dualities, under which the AdS5  S5 background is
self-dual [15, 16]. The dual conformal generators are related to the usual conformal gen-
erators in the T-dual space [15{18]. It is thus interesting to study how dual conformal
transformations act on smooth Wilson loops, which is what we shall do in this paper.
The procedure we use is to rst T-dualize a classical solution along the at directions
of the AdS space in the Poincare patch, then act with a conformal transformation in the
dual space and nally T-dualize back to the original space. The procedure is guaranteed
to yield a solution to the equations of motion, which in principle can be dierent from the
original one (namely, not related by conformal transformations). We shall call this action a
symmetry if it leaves the expectation value (or equivalently regularized area) invariant. The
procedure can be applied for any string solution (not necessarily a solution corresponding
to a Wilson loop) such as correlation functions of Wilson loops, operators etc. which are
also described by minimal surfaces in AdS5  S5 space.
We are going to show how the boundary contour and minimal area surface change under
these transformations and how the expectation value changes in some of the cases. We shall
see that the transformation generates new solutions with dierent boundary contour, area
and sometimes even topology compared to the original solutions. Moreover, the surface
has to be analytically continued since the boundary contour will not be mapped to the
AdS boundary.
The dual conformal transformation is non-local and requires the knowledge of the
minimal surface solution and not just boundary contour. Since the general minimal area
surface solution for any boundary contour is not known, we are restricted to study the
transformation of known solutions. A natural starting point is the 1/2 BPS straight Wilson
line (or circular Wilson loop) which is the simplest solution in AdS3, which we analyze rst.
Then, we continue to the wavy line (or circle) in AdS3 where things get more interesting.
More general solutions in AdS3 are typically of higher genus (in terms of the algebraic curve
and the Riemann theta-functions) and so are more complicated in nature. We study the
genus-1 solution corresponding to the qq-potential (for example, other interesting genus-1
solutions are the cusp and the correlation function of two Wilson loops). We do not analyze
higher genus solutions in this paper. Afterwards, we continue to study some string solutions
in higher dimensions. We study the longitude solution which lives in AdS4  S2 [19], the
correlation function between a circular Wilson loop and a BMN operator hWOJ i solution
which lives in AdS3  S1 [20] and the BMN geodesic [21{23]. We begin by explaining the
general transformation procedure, then apply it to the various solutions mentioned above,
and we end with a discussion.
2 Dual conformal transformations
In this section we are going to describe the procedure of acting with dual conformal trans-
formations on classical string solutions in AdS5  S5. The transformation that leaves the

















however since our discussion is classical, we shall only be concerned with the bosonic part.1
Thus, we may consider solutions in AdS space in any dimension, and concentrate on the
AdS part only.
We shall work in the Poincare patch ds2 =
dXdX+dZ2
Z2
, and start by T-dualizing along
all the at directions X. The T-duality is followed by a eld redenition Z ! 1=Z in order
to get back an AdS background in the same form. Next we apply a conformal transfor-
mation on the dual solution and then T-dualize back to the \original" space. Throughout
the paper we are going to denote the original solution by X; Z and the transformed one
using hatted coordinates X^; Z^. In the following we explain how the procedure works in
more detail.
T-duality. Let us start with a classical string solution given in Poincare coordinates








= 0; d  d lnZ + 1
Z2
dX ^ dX = 0; (2.1)
where '' is the Hodge dual operator on the worldsheet. T-dualizing along the X directions




 dX; ~Z = 1
Z
; (2.2)
where the factor of i is present due to our assumption of Euclidean worldsheet (otherwise,
for Minkowsian worldsheet the factor is absent). The new elds satisfy the same equations
of motion as the original elds, and for the Euclidean case we see that T-duality will map














Dual conformal transformation. The next step is to apply conformal transformations
to the solution in the dual space. It is easy to see that translations, rotations and dilata-
tions of the dual solution correspond to conformal transformations of the original solution.
However, special conformal transformation which act by
~X ! ~X 0 =
~X + b( ~X2 + ~Z2)
1 + 2b  ~X + b2( ~X2 + ~Z2) ;
~Z ! ~Z 0 =
~Z
1 + 2b  ~X + b2( ~X2 + ~Z2) ; (2.4)
generally do not correspond to ordinary conformal transformations of the original solution.
For the Euclidean case, in order to end up with a real solution after T-dualizing back, we
need the parameter b to be purely imaginary, so we will take b ! ib.
1We ignore the fermionic T-dualities which compensating for the shift of the dilaton, but do not change
the metric. For similar reasons AdSn  Sn (n = 2; 3; 5) were shown to be self-dual, whereas the case of

















T-dualizing back. The nal step is to T-dualize back to the original space using (2.2),
where X; Z are replaced by ~X 0; ~Z 0, and ~X; ~Z by X^; Z^. The resulting solution is a
second order polynomial in b = jbj, namely
X^ ! X + bY  + b2; Z^ ! Z + bY + b2; (2.5)
where fX; Zg is the original solution, and the structure implies that the set f; g is
also a solution to the equations of motion. Let us stress that  and  depend on the unit
vector b^. The reason we get this structure for Z^ is obvious, and for X^ one can check
explicitly that the potential third order in jbj contribution vanishes.
3 Analysis
In this section we act with dual conformal transformations on string solutions according
to the procedure described in the previous section. We start by studying some solutions
in Euclidean AdS3 which include the 1/2 BPS Wilson loops, the wavy line and the qq-
potential. Then we continue to string congurations living in higher dimensions. These
include the longitude solution, the hWOJ i solution and the BMN geodesic.
3.1 The straight Wilson line and circular Wilson loop
The straight line. The simplest Wilson loop available in AdS3 is the innite straight
Wilson line. The string solution is given by
X1 = ; X 6=1 = 0; Z = ; (3.1)
where  > 0 and  1 <  < 1. The dual conformal transformation with the parameter
b = (b1; b2) maps the solution to
X^1 = ; X^ 6=1 = 0; Z^ =  + 2b1: (3.2)
Thus, we got back the same solution with a dierent range of the  coordinate, which
is now  2b1 <  < 1. This is quite trivial, but we should notice that when b1 > 0 we
need to continue the surface to include the part that was mapped to Z < 0 before the
transformation. Now we need to dene a new regulator at Z^ = , so on the worldsheet it
is dened at  =   2b1.
Let us stress that the Lagrangian density has changed, so if we were to keep track of
the original regulator at  =  we would end with a dierent area.







; Z = tanh ; (3.3)








+ 2b cos tanh  + b2sech sin(2   );
Z^ = tanh  + 2b
sin(   )
cosh 


























Figure 1. In this plot we show the part of the worldsheet which is mapped to the circular Wilson
loops solution. Before the transformation the minimal surface is mapped from the semi-innite
strip which we mark in blue, and the boundary contour is the  = 0 line. After the dual conformal
transformation the minimal surface is mapped from the light red area. The two section partialy
overlap (denoted in purple) and the boundaries meet at the AdS boundary at two points.
where b = b(cos; sin). Again we get the same surface in a dierent parametrization.
As for the line, the original boundary contour dened for  = 0 is not mapped to the
AdS boundary, but rather intersects the AdS boundary at two points,  = 0 and  =
; +. Also the new boundary contour is mapped from a dierent part of the worldsheet,
see gure 1.
The innite line and circular solutions are related by a conformal transformation.
We see that in both case the \complete" surface (namely, including Z  0 and Z < 0)
transforms into itself, however the original boundary curves transform dierently. In the
circular case it has two parts, mapped to positive and negative Z, while in the case of the
line the whole boundary is mapped either positive or negative value of Z. This dierence
is due to the fact that dual conformal transformations do not commute with ordinary
conformal transformations.
3.2 The wavy line
Our next step is to perturb the previous result by a adding a small localized deformation
to the straight line. The minimal surface as well as the regularized area are known in terms
of an integral of the deformation function () [30, 31]. Concretely we have
X1 = ; X2 = (; ); Z = ; (3.5)








((   0)2 + 2)2 : (3.6)
The dual conformal transformation maps the innite line to itself, and is expected to map

















expressed above is dened for  > 0 and  1 <  <1. By the integral denition of (; )
we see that the surface is not continued smoothly for  < 0 since the pole at 0 =  + i
moves below the real axis. In order to proceed with our prescription it is essential that we
have a smooth surface when  becomes negative. A natural way to proceed is to consider
the resulting function (; ) for  > 0 also for   0.
Acting with our non-local transformation yields




(   0)2   2
((   0)2 + 2)2 (
0) d0;
X^2 = (; )  2b cos

Z  
(   0)2   2
((   0)2 + 2)2 (
0) d0;




((   0)2 + 2)2 (
0) d0: (3.7)
Notice that b1 is assumed to be negative since we assumed that  > 0 and so in order for
Z^  0 we will assume b1 < 0. In this way, to leading order  2b1 <  < 1, so the new
deformation is still small for large jbj since it implies that  is also large.
Next we restrict ourselves to the new boundary curve (Z^ = 0 curve), which we can
reparameterize to have the form (; ^()). The result is






((   0)2 + (2b1)2) : (3.8)
An immediate consequence of the above equation is that the resulting curve depends only
on one parameter, b1 = b cos and not on b2 = b sin. As a check we can also consider
now two consecutive transformations, which result in
T~b[T~a[()]] = T~b+~a[()]; (3.9)
so as one expects, two such transformations amount to the same transformation with
dierent parameters. For the wavy line, the contribution to the regularized area is








(   0)2 : (3.10)
The resulting deformation 0 changes the value of this area functional. In order to get
a nite contribution to the area the deformation should be localized (possibly at several
points) and fall o at innity.
The conformally invariant information is encoded in the holomorphic function f(z)
which appears when we Pohlmeyer reduce the model to the generalized sinh-Gordon model
(here z =  + i) [5]. In the conformal gauge, when we map the solution from the upper
half plane on the worldsheet, the relation is given by [5, 6]
@3() =  4 Im f(): (3.11)
Let us consider an explicit simple example where () = 1
1+2
. The resulting defor-
mation after the transformation is given by
^() =
(1  2b1)

















The regularized area of the new curve is given by
Areg =  2 3
16(1  2b1)4 ; (3.13)
which clearly depends on b1. Since b1 < 0 the area grows, and in the limit b1 !  1 it goes
to zero, where we recover the straight line. This is a general feature as can be seen from
the general expression, though this limit is not well dened since also the lower boundary
of of the  interval will go to innity.
In this example the holomorphic function before and after the transformation is given
by f(z) =   3
2(z+i)4
and f(z) =   3
2(z+i(1 2b1))4 respectively.
2
3.3 Deformation of the circle beyond the wavy approximation
Using the method introduced in [6] we can explore deformations of the line or the circle
beyond the leading order. In contrast to the case of the wavy approximation we do not
know the general solution for an arbitrary perturbation, but have to solve for specic
examples. One way is to deform the contour directly, but dierent deformations may be
related by conformal transformations. Here we prefer to deform the holomorphic function
f(z) which vanished for the circle, and encodes the conformally invariant data once the
boundary on the worldsheet is xed (the unit circle in our case), see [5, 6] for more details.
One of the simplest ways to perturb the circle is by using f(z) = ei', namely a com-
plex constant,3 where the exact solution for the regularized area is known [7], though the
minimal surface is not. It is easy to show that for these boundary curves the spectral
parameter '-deformation acts by rotations, and does not change the area (namely it cor-
responds to a conformal transformation in this simple case). In this section we carry the
analysis for this Wilson loop to 4th order in .
The rst task is to nd the minimal surface solution analytically, which can be done by
rst solving the generalized cosh-Gordon equation to 4th order, then solving the axillary
linear problem and then extract the solution for (X1; X2; Z). Then we can apply our pro-
cedure, the solution is quite long and messy and we do not present it here explicitly. After
applying the dual conformal transformation the original boundary curve is not mapped to
the boundary, however, we can identify a new closed contour on the worldsheet which is
mapped to the boundary, see gure 2. Throughout the procedure the function f(z) does
not change, but since the boundary contour on the worldsheet is changed, the function
(z; z) changes. Remember that  has to diverge at the boundary contour, which happens
on the unit circle for our initial solution.
In order to study the new solution it is convenient to map the worldsheet region which
is mapped to the minimal surface, back to the unit disk using a holomorphic map, z = h(w).
2For the case of mapping the minimal surface from the unit disk on the worldsheet as in [5], these f(z)




3Actually the exact regularized area is known for any f(z) = f0z
n with n  0 an integer [7]. The
constant phase ' is related to the spectral parameter and generally denes a family of solutions which are
not related by conformal symmetry that have the same area [5]. In this case ' acts simply by rotation of

















Figure 2. The f(z) = ei' solution for  = 0:2, b = 0:3,  = 0  = 0 in AdS3. The dashed curve
corresponds to the original boundary curve (up to translations), the red contour shows the new
boundary curve and the cyan contour corresponds to the transformed original contour. The new
Wilson loop minimal surface corresponds to the surface above the blue surface which is dened by
the AdS boundary.
Then our new f(w) follows by fnew(w) = (@wh(w))
2f(h(w)), and we can easily solve for
new(w; w), and compute the regularized area.







Before the transformation the area is given by














while after we have











9b4 + 2b2   3 cos(2   ')3







135 (b2   1)10

  192  845b8 + 532b6   562b4   204b2 + 125 b4 cos(4   2')
  1163b16   41260b14   210668b12   140756b10 + 42350b8 + 17452b6   10220b4







Clearly the area (and so the expectation value) has changed already at the lowest order of
the perturbation. This immediately implies that the contours are not related by conformal
symmetry. Starting at the third order we see '-dependence which reects the fact that
the transformation does not commute with some of the original conformal transformations
(where in this case ' corresponds to rotations of the original solution, and more generally

















curve is related to our previous example () = 1
1+2
by a conformal transformation.
However, already the 2 coecient has dierent b dependence which again is related to the
fact that the transformation does not commute with ordinary conformal transformations.
By denition of the wavy expansion,  is a small parameter. In order to remain in the
wavy regime b cannot be arbitrary, when b! 1 the surface is no longer a small deformation
of the circular Wilson-loop solution. This is also apparent by the form of the renormalized
area formula which diverges for b! 1, while the terms of the expansion should be small.
3.4 qq potential
The last solution we study in Euclidean AdS3 is the qq potential solution solution given
by [32, 33]
X1 = ; X2 =   E(am(; 1); 1); Z = sn(; 1); (3.17)
where 'sn' is a Jacobi elliptic function, 'E' is the elliptic integral of the second kind and 'am'
the Jacobi amplitude. This is a genus-1 solution (in terms of the algebraic curve) which
is reected by the presence of the elliptic functions above (equivalently genus-1 Riemann
theta functions). After the transformation we get
X^1 =   2b1 ~E+ b2




















 2   3 ~E(sn2 2)  ~E3+2 sn cn dn

X^2 = ~E  2b2 ~E+ b1



























  2 ~E cn dn +2 sn + ~E2 sn  sn3 ;
(3.18)
where we used the short hand notation ~E    E(am(; 1); 1), and sn  sn(; 1) etc.
For the original solution, Z() = 0 for any  = 2nK( 1), and the original solu-
tion (3.17) is usually dened for 0 <  < 2K( 1) and  1 <  <1. However, any other
range 2nK( 1) <  < 2(n+1)K( 1) is also a good and equivalent solution, where for odd
n's we can take Z !  Z. After applying the transformation we can try to follow how each
solution (namely dierent n's) is changed as we vary b. In order to that it is convenient
to look at a contour plot of the zeros of Z^ as in gure 3 (a). Each contour in the plot is
mapped to a contour on the AdS boundary as can be seen in gure 3 (b), where the colors
between the gures match. The area enclosed by the contour is the minimal area surface
mapped to the bulk.
This is the typical picture we get where most of the innite strips on the worldsheet
area slightly deformed on the worldsheet and the contours are mapped to self intersecting
contour in target space, and the qq-pairs continue to innity, see gure 3 (d) and (e). Then
there is the region of the worldsheet enclosed by the yellow and red contours in gure 3 (a),































Figure 3. qq solution after the transformation with b1 = 0:1, b2 = 0:5. In (a) we plot the zeros on
the worldsheet (Z^ = 0), we denote each zero line by a dierent color. The red regions are mapped to
Z^ > 0, and the yellow ones to Z^ < 0. The transparent blue strips represent the sections which are
mapped to Z > 0, before the transformation. In (b) we show how each zero line on the worldsheet
is mapped to the X1  X2 plane in target space, where the colors match the ones in (a). In (c){(f)
we plot the minimal area surfaces in AdS3 ending on the contour in (b) denoted by the appropriate
colors. All the contours except for the green and blue ones self intersect and end at innity. In case
where Z^ is supposed to be negative, as in (c) and (e) we simply ip the sign of Z^.
smooth non-self intersecting contours (green and blue), as in 3 (c). This picture changes
with b = b(cos; sin) as follows, starting with  = 0, the nonintersecting contours (blue
and green in the gure) appear in lower  strips as b decreases, and the other way when b
increase up to a critical value b = 12(E K) ' 0:8346 : : : from which these contours appear
in the n =  1 strip (where K  K( 1) and E  E( 1)). As we increase  these contours
move to higher  strips until the picture gets reected with respect to the  axis when
 = . For  = =2 these two contours meet at the origin of the worldsheet and the
worldsheet picture is symmetric with respect to the  axis.
The new solutions seem to be genus-1 solutions by the appearance of the elliptic
functions. If this is indeed the case, it would be interesting to show it explicitly and
nd a relation between the b parameter and the algebraic curve parameter a, where
y2 = (   a)(   1=a) is the algebraic curve equation. The general genus-1 solution is
























Figure 4. Contours of two symmetric Wilson loops on the AdS boundary (X1   X2 plane),
generated from the qq potential solution. We can consider each one of them (blue and orange)
separately, similar to 3 (c).
Special cases. There is at least one special choice of the parameters which results in a
symmetric contour in target space. For b2 = 0 and b1 =
1




2( ~E  3(E K)) cn ds ( ~E  3(E K))2 + sn2; (3.19)









0:343697, see gure 4. Asymptotically for large X1 we haveX2 ' X2=31 (E K)1=3+O(X01 ).
When b!1 the AdS boundary nonintersecting contour is composed from two curves,
where one one them is straight.
3.5 hWOJ i
After exploring some solutions in AdS3, we continue to higher dimensions. The rst solution
we study corresponds to the correlation function of a circular Wilson loop and and a BMN
operator, hWOJ i, which is 1/4-BPS. The original solution is given by [20]
X1 + iX2 =
pJ 2 + 1eJ ei
cosh
pJ 2 + 1( + 0) ; Z =
eJ  sinh
pJ 2 + 1
cosh
pJ 2 + 1( + 0) ;  = iJ ; (3.20)
with 0 =
sinh 1(J )pJ 2+1 , where 0   and 0   < 2. It is a surface of revolution in AdS3,
periodic in , which lives in AdS3  S1, see gure 5 (a).
After the non-local transformation, we end up with a string solution which generally
self intersects and is no longer periodic in , see gure 5 (b). The new solution is given by
X^1+ iX^2 =
JeJ +i
Jch + J sh  
2bei
 J (Jch + J sh)  i  JJ ch + J2sh
Jch + J sh +
b2Je2i J  i
Jch + J sh ;
Z^ =
eJ  sh
Jch + J sh +
2bJ sin(   )
Jch + J sh  
b2e J 
 
2JJ ch + (2J 2 + 1)sh
Jch + J sh ;  = iJ ;
(3.21)


















Figure 5. The hWOJ i surface in AdS3 for J = 0:3,  1 <  < 1, 0 <  < 2. The blue
surface represents the AdS boundary (Z = 0) and the red contour is the boundary contour created
by the new surface, the dashed part corresponds to extension of the  worldsheet coordinate. The
\old" boundary contour is mapped to the cyan colored line, this curve intersects the boundary and
the new boundary contour twice. We plotted the surface also for negative values of Z, since the
non-local transformation acts on the whole surface regardless if it is above or below the boundary.
(a) The original solution which is periodic in  and has two spikes, one below the boundary which
ends on it, and another above the boundary which ends at z !1. This corresponds to b = 0. For
J ! 0 we recover the circular Wilson loop with no operator. (b) b = 0:2, when we start to increase
b the original surface \opens" and is no longer periodic in . The boundary curve becomes innite
periodic self intersecting curve. (c) b = 1:06176 : : :, at a critical value of b (which is b = 0:52922 in
this case) smooth closed contours start to form. This pattern exists for a continuous range of b,
which is 0:52922 < b < 1:59429 is this case. We can isolate these contours and make sense out of
them as smooth Wilson loops. In this case, the  2 S1 coordinate is a smooth imaginary function
of the contour parameter, , with on minimum and one maximum (remember that  = iJ ).
Obviously the transformation does not correspond to a conformal transformation of the
initial solution. Generally, when we increase b from zero, the original surface \opens" and
the boundary curve becomes an innite periodic smooth self-intersecting curve, where we
extend the range of  and . However, for a certain range of values bmin(J ) < b < bmax(J )
innitely many smooth closed contours start to form. Each closed contour can be identied
as a smooth Wilson loop with non-trivial function on S1. The contours are also closed on
the worldsheet, so the angle on the sphere has a minimum value which increases as we go
along the loop until it reaches a maximum value from which it decreases until we get back
to the minimum point.
Concentrating on these smooth closed Wilson loops, we can express their boundary
curve analytically, though we evaluate their regularized area numerically. Some examples
of such Wilson loops are given in gure 6. As explained above, for any J there is a range of
values of b which correspond to a smooth closed contour. Dierent values of b correspond

















(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6. Some examples of the resulting minimal area surfaces Wilson loops plotted in
fX1; X2; Zg space, for (a) J = 0:3, b = 1:06. (b) J = 0:3, b = 0:529, (c) J = 1:5, b = 0:22,
(d) J = 5000, b = 12J . In (d) the boundary contour is approximated by the J ! 1 contour which
is composed of two cycloids. In (b) and (c) b takes is the minimal value as a function of J to form
a closed contour. The red curves are the boundary contours.








Figure 7. Numerical evaluation of the Wilson loops area as a function of J . For each J we
evaluate the area for several values of b for which the Wilson loops is closed. The red line indicates
the circular Wilson loop bound, namely  2.
area of these Wilson loops for 0 < J < 4:5 where we sample several relevant b values for
each J , see gure 7. Clearly the area decrease with J growing, and it asymptotes to the
circular Wilson loops value for J ! 0 as expected.
For large J we observe that choosing b  12J results in smooth closed Wilson loops.
In order to take the limit one should rescale  by J  1 and then take the large J limit.
The resulting contour is composed of two cycloids in the J ! 1 limit, see gure 6 (d). In
the b ! 1 limit the solution transforms back to itself (up to a conformal transformation
and reparametrization).
3.6 The longitude
Next we consider the 1/4 BPS longitude solution living in AdS4  S2 [19]. The AdS part
of the solution is given by
X =





a sin cos a   cos sin a
cosh
p



























so the energy momentum tensor on the AdS part is given by T = a2. a is related to
the opening angle  by, a =   , so jaj  1. Acting with the dual special conformal
transformation we get a new solution with three continuous parameters4 corresponding to
the vector b = (b1; b2; b3)  b(cos cosB; cos sinB; sin). The resulting expression for
the new solution in quite lengthy. In the following we shall consider some special choices for
the parameters which yields simple expressions. The full solution is given in appendix A.
b =
p
1  a2;  = B = 0. In this case the new solution simplies to
X^1 = 2


































, n 2 N, thus
it is mapped from a semi-innite strips on the worldsheet. The boundary contour dened
by  = 0, 2a <  <
3
2a is mapped to the X1  X3 plane and is given by
X^1 = 2(a sin sin a + cos cos a); X^2 = 0; X^3 = 2(sin cos a   a cos sin a):
(3.24)
The  > 0,  = 2a ;
3






















Whenever a = 1=(2n+ 1), n 2 N the two curves coincide, otherwise each contour lives on
a plane, where the planes intersect at an angle =a, see gure 8. These Wilson loops have
three cusps, at  = 0;  = 2a ;

2a and at  !1.
By conformal transformation we can map the  = 2a ;
3
2a curves to be compact and lie
on the same plane, while the  = 0 curve lives on an orthogonal plane.
a ! 1 limit. We can expand around a = 1, and keep only the terms of order O(a  1)
which also solve the equations of motion. The result is
X^1 =   cos 2 + 22 + 1; X^2 = 0; X^3 =   sin 2   2; Z^ =  4 cos: (3.26)
The boundary contour is given by two parallel lines connected by a cycloid, see gure 8 (e).
The  =  prole is given by Z^ =
p
8X^1.
4We could have considered the solution in AdS5 and have four transformation parameters, but for



















Figure 8. The b =
p
1  a2;  = B = 0 case for (a) a = 0:25, (b) a = 1=3, (c) a = 0:5, (d) a = 0:8.
The contour of the surface represents the Wilson loops contour in the fX1; X2; X3g subspace, the
color of the surface represents the value of Z, blue is the AdS boundary and hotter colors are in
the bulk. The red line corresponds to  = 2a , the blue line corresponds to  =
3
2a and the green
line to  = 0. The spike goes to innity and corresponds to  ! 1. The green contour lives in
the X1  X3 plane at X2 = 0. In (e) we plot the a! 1 limit. The red line corresponds to  = 2 ,
the blue line corresponds to  = 32 and the green line to  = 0 and is described by a cycloid. In
contrast to (a){(d), in (e) we plot the X1; X3; Z subspace.
a = 1
2q
;  = 0; B = (q m)
2q
. In this case the boundary of the Wilson loop is made of















<  <1: (3.27)
As in the previous case we have three cusps where the sections join, see gure 9.
The generic case. In the generic case we may have Wilson loops with dierent number
of cusps n = 1; 2; 3; : : : depending on the parameters of the transformation, see gure 10.
3.7 BMN geodesic
A simple string solution living in AdS2  S1 is given by the BMN geodesic5
X1 = tanh; Z =
1
cosh
;  = i; (3.28)
5We could also start with a simpler conguration related to this one by a conformal transformation, Z =
e , X = 0, or any other solution related by conformal transformation. The transformed solutions are not
related by conformal transformations, since they do not commute with the dual conformal transformation.
In any case, the simpler solution also results with a simpler surface ending on a straight line. In this section


















Figure 9. a = 12q ;  = 0; B = B =
(q m)
2q ; b = 0:3, for (a) q = 1;m = 1 and (b) q = 2;m = 1. The
contour is the Wilson loops contour, and the red line corresponds  = m, the blue line corresponds
 = (m + 2q) and the green line corresponds  = min(). We plot the X1; X2; X3 coordinates
and the color of the surface corresponds to the value of Z, blue on the boundary and hotter in the
bulk. As we increase q the contour becomes more and more complicated.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 10. Plots of the generic case, where dierent number of cusps can develop. We use a = 0:7,
b = 0:3,  = 1:068. In gures (a){(d) we have 1{4 cusps respectively. We plot the fX1; X2; X3g
space. The blue line corresponds to the boundary contour, and the color of the surface corresponds
to the value of Z, blue on the boundary and hotter in the bulk.
with  1 <  < 1, and  is the angle of S1  S5 We can easily apply the procedure to
this solution and get
X^1 = tanh   2b cos tanh + b2 cos 2
 
2 tanh + 

;
X^2 =   2b sin tanh + b2 sin 2
 
2 tanh + 

;




cosh 2   22 + 1 : (3.29)
Quite interestingly, this simple solution which approaches the boundary at two points
generates a non-trivial solution with a boundary contour. There are two dierent type of


















Figure 11. The BMN geodesic plotted in AdS3. In (a) we plot the original solution in AdS3.
After the transformation with  = =2 we have (b) b = 0:3 where we have two innite connected
contours (red), (c) b = 1:5 where we have two innite disconnected contours, red and green.
b = sin). When b < sin we have two innite contours connected in the bulk, where for
b > sin we have two disconnected innite boundary contours, see gure 11. The angle
between the lines, which become straight at innity, depends on tan .
4 Discussion
In this paper we applied dual conformal transformations to various holographic Wilson
loops and related solutions in AdS5  S5. The way we dened the dual conformal trans-
formations is by T-dualizing the solution along all the at coordinates X in the Poincare
patch, then acting with conformal transformations in the dual space and nally T-dualizing
back to the original space. The transformation maps between solution of the equations
of motion leaving the Virasoro constraints invariant, but does not leave the Lagrangian
invariant.
Our initial solutions ended on the AdS boundary at Z = 0, however T-duality does not
necessarily map the boundary to the boundary,6 so after applying a conformal transforma-
tion in the dual space and T-dualizing back, the boundary contour of the initial solution
does not map back to the AdS boundary. Consequentially we needed to analytically con-
tinue the solutions on the worldsheet, and include regions which were mapped initially to
Z < 0. Since our solutions end on the AdS boundary, a proper regularization prescription
is needed. By regularizing the new solutions in the standard way [1, 36], we found that the
regularized area in general has changed. Also, in case we keep track of the area dened
with the original regulator, the expectation value would still change since the Lagrangian
is not invariant.
We acted only with dual special conformal transformations since the other transfor-
mations correspond to regular conformal transformations. In terms of the dual special
6In the case of of the null cusp or four null cusps it was shown that the boundary does map to the
boundary after T-duality [17], however one can check that applying our procedure, T-dualizing back after

















conformal parameter denoted by b, the new solution is a second order polynomial in
b = jbj, so the b2 coecient is also a new solution by itself.
We have seen that the transformation may result in a surface with very dierent
features compared to the one we started with. For example, the surface may lose or
develop new cusps, and a closed boundary contour may open up and vice versa.
The problem of nding minimal surfaces in AdS3 can be Pohlmeyer reduced and the
information of the solution is encoded in a holomorphic function f(z) and a denition of the
boundary contour in the worldsheet z-plane. We nd that the transformation changes the
worldsheet boundary contour and leaves f(z) invariant, however when comparing to the
original solution we should map the worldsheet contour to the original one by a holomorphic
map, which ultimately changes f(z), which means the new solution will not be related to
the original one by a conformal transformation.
Dual conformal transformations are usually associated with the Yangian symmetry,
and are expected to leave the expectation value invariant. The Yangian symmetry was
also shown recently to be related to the spectral parameter deformation of smooth Wilson
loops in [37, 38]. However, the transformations introduced in this paper do change the
expectation value, and do not generate the spectral parameter deformation as we checked
explicitly. It would be very interesting to nd out whether a dierent regularization scheme,
or some modication of the procedure can generate the these symmetries.
Our procedure can be viewed as a solution generating technique. There are other well
known integrability methods of generating new solution form a given solution, such as
the dressing method [39] for example. The dressing method was applied to the longitude
solution in [10], which we have also studied here. Our generated solutions do not seem to
be related to the ones generated in [10] in an obvious way. It would be interesting to clarify
whether this is indeed the case, or if there is any relation between the methods, or other
known methods.
In this paper we used the self-duality property of the AdS background under T-duality
along the at AdS directions. There are other sequences of T-duality which leave the
AdS5 S5 background invariant which involve a formal T-duality along coordinates of the
sphere [15, 26]. One can try to apply our procedure using these T-dualities combined with
dual symmetry transformations of the sphere to generate more solutions from well known
solutions such as the latitude [19] (see also [40, 41] for recent analysis) or a correlation
function of the latitude with the BMN operator [42].
It would also be interesting to check how the algebraic curve associated to the solu-
tions changes under the transformation. In general it is hard to compute the algebraic
curve, however for our initial solutions it could be easily done using the method of [43],
by computing the Lax operator directly. Once we have the explicit Lax operator for the
initial solution, one might be able to compute the Lax operator to leading order in b, by
expanding the Lax equations. Another possibility for the AdS3 solutions would be to try to
use the general known solutions in terms of Riemann theta-functions [3, 4] where the Lax
operators was constructed explicitly in [35], apply the transformation and try to identify

















Throughout the paper we applied the dual conformal transformation once on an initial
solution. It would be interesting to understand the action of a sequence of such transforma-
tions. Denoting the procedure schematically as (TcT ), acting again with a dual conformal
transformation will give (TcT ) (Tc0T ) = (Tcc0T ) = (T ~cT ), namely the same transforma-
tion with dierent parameters. A more interesting thing would be to act with a sequence
of the form (cTc0T )  (c00Tc000T ) : : :, and nd out whether this group of transformations
has some interesting algebraic structure, and if it generates a nite or innite parameter
family of solutions.
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A Longitude transformation
In this appendix we give the transformed longitude solution,
x1=
a sin sin a+cos cos a
cosh ~a
+






  sin 2 cosB sinh ~a  a sin2  sin sin a   sin2  cos cos a + cos2  cos 2B cos cos a




a sin cos a cos sin a
cosh ~a
+







sin2 (cos sin a   a sin cos a) + cos2 (cos sin(a + 2B)  a sin cos(a + 2B))
  sin 2 sinB sinh ~a
i
;
















where we dened ~a  p1  a2. The b!1 limit yields again a longitude solution.
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